Mechano-induced phase transitions in organic crystalline materials that alter their properties have received much attention. However, most mechano-responsive molecular crystals exhibit crystal to amorphous phase transitions on mechanical stimulation, and the intermolecular interaction patterns in the daughter phase are difficult to characterize. We investigated phenyl(phenylisocyanide)gold(I) (1) and phenyl(3,5dimethylphenylisocyanide)gold(I) (2) complexes that exhibit a mechanotriggered single crystal to single crystal phase transition. Previous reports of 1 and 2 focused on relationships between the crystalline structures and photoluminescence properties; in this work we have focused on other aspects. The face index measurements of 1 and 2 before and after the mechano-induced phase transitions indicate they undergo non-epitaxial phase transitions without a rigorous orientational relationship between the mother and daughter phases. Differential scanning calorimetry analyses revealed the phase transition of 1 to be enthalpically driven by the formation of new aurophilic interactions. In contrast, the phase transition of 2 is entropically driven, with an empty void in the mother phase, not present in the daughter phase. Scanning electron microscopy observation showed that the degree of the charging effect of both 1 and 2 was changed by the phase transitions, suggesting that the formation of the aurophilic interactions affords more effective conductive pathways. Moreover, flashphotolysis time resolved microwave conductivity measurements revealed that 1 increased in conductivity after the phase change, whereas the conductivity of 2 decreased. These contrasting results were explained by the different patterns in the aurophilic interactions. Finally, an intriguing disappearing polymorphism of 2 is reported, in which a polymorph form could not be obtained again after some period of time even with repeated trials. The present studies provide us with a variety of hitherto unknown insights into mechano-responsive molecular crystals, which help us understand the phase transition behaviors upon mechanical stimulation and establish rational design principles.
Introduction
Phase transitions of organic crystalline materials have received considerable attention. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] A molecule capable of forming different crystalline structures generally shows phase-dependent distinct properties, such as solubility, melting temperature, size, elasticity, color, and photoluminescence, and these properties can be switched upon a phase transition. Various types of external stimulation, such as heating/cooling, [6, 7] photoirradiation, [8] solvent vapor, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and the application of mechanical stimulation, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] can induce the phase transitions in molecular crystals followed by the changes in various properties of the material.
Single crystal to single crystal (SCSC) phase transitions are one particular type of phase transitions seen in crystalline materials. SCSC phase transitions are generally scarce because the high quality ordering of molecules in the crystal and the macroscopic integrity has to be retained through the phase transition. Owing to recent developments in single crystal X-ray diffraction instruments, an increasing number of the SCSC phase transitions have been reported. [6] [7] [8] 13, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] This special phase transition phenomenon is highly attractive because the detailed molecular arrangements before and after the phase transition can be fully elucidated by single crystal X-ray crystallography. Based on such detailed microscopic structural information, we can determine the origin of the macroscopic property changes. For example, Irie's group illustrated that photoinduced crystalline habit change of a diarylethene derivative originated from anisotropic crystalline lattice changes caused by the isomerization of the molecules. [22] After such seminal works, a variety of studies on crystals and polymers with photomechanical effects have been reported. [32] [33] [34] [35] Naumov's group intensively investigated crystals exhibiting a salient effect ("jump" of organic crystals) upon thermal or photoinduced crystalline structural changes. [36, 37] Based on the comparison of the molecular arrangements before and after the crystalline jump, they proposed that only organic crystals showing martensitic phase transitions are salient active. [38] Mechanical stimulation can induce changes in the crystal structure of solid materials. [39, 40] Recently, studies of luminescent mechanochromic compounds have attracted attention where the color of a solid state emission can be switched by mechanical stimulation. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] These color changes are caused by the mechano-induced crystalline structure changes in the materials that alter the intermolecular interaction patterns. Most of the reported crystalline mechanochromic luminescent materials show crystal to amorphous phase transitions (approximately 70%). [13, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] This is because the mechanical grinding or shearing is non-coherent and exerts random stimulation on the solid, which degrades the integrity of the materials. Indeed, mechanotriggered SCSC phase transitions have been seldom reported. However, some organic materials showing this type of SCSC phase transitions have been reported since 2013. [19, 20, 48, 49] These examples may provide new insights that lead to understanding how macroscopic mechanical stimulation effectively changes microscopic molecular arrangements.
We previously reported the SCSC phase transitions of the gold(I) isocyanide complexes 1 [19] and 2 [20] (Figure 1a ), which were triggered by mechanical stimulation (Figure 1b ). Rapid crystallization of 1 and 2 from a solution of dichloromethane/hexane gave blue-and greenemitting single crystals, of 1b or 2g, respectively. A small mechanical stimulation on a small area of a crystal of 1b or 2g readily showed a local area phase transition (left hand panels in Figure 1c and d). This phase transition then propagated over the entire crystal to give the daughter phases, 1y scsc and 2b scsc , respectively (right hand panels in Figure 1c and d). It should be noted that the progression of the phase change on the crystal surfaces could be visualized by the change in the emission from blue to yellow ( Figure 1c ) and green to blue ( Figure  1d ). [50] X-ray diffraction analyses revealed that these phase transitions were SCSC, and gave a clear crystalline structural rationale for the emission color changes. 1 showed a red shift in the emission band because additional aurophilic interactions were formed. [15, 19, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] In contrast, 2 exhibited a blue shift in the emission band, because a number of aurophilic interactions were disconnected. [20] Quite remarkably, these emission color changes in crystals of 1b and 2g could be initiated even by surface contact with 1y scsc and 2b scsc crystals, respectively. [19, 20] The emission color of 1b and 2g at the contact point first started to change and this local phase transition propagated through the entire crystals in an SCSC manner. To the best of our knowledge, 1 and 2 are the first examples of SCSC phase transitions triggered by the mechanical stimulation and solid contact (solid seeding) at room temperature. [19, 20, 58] With these two unique gold(I) complexes in hand, we conducted a series of comparative studies on the phase transitions. Herein, we report the detailed studies of 1 and 2, including face index measurements of the mechano-triggered SCSC phase transition, thermal analyses, and electronic conductivity measurements. We first summarize the contrasting changing profiles of the emission properties and the crystal structural features (CH/ and Au···Au interactions) between 1 and 2 upon the mechano-triggered SCSC phase transitions. We next present the results of the face index measurements of the single crystals of 1 and 2 before and after the SCSC phase transitions to discuss how molecules move within the crystals. These studies revealed that the phase transitions of 1 and 2 proceeded through a nucleation and growth mechanism. [4, 59] The thermal analyses of 1 and 2 showed they undergo exo-and endothermic polymorph transformations, respectively. The reason of this contrasting thermal behavior will be discussed in terms of the crystalline structures of 1 and 2. We also investigate the electronic properties of 1 and 2 using a scanning electronic microscope (SEM) in charge transport sensitive conditions, and flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (FP-TRMC) [60] [61] [62] [63] measurements. These studies revealed that crystalline structures with more aurophilic interactions show superior electronic properties. Changes in the electronic properties of mechanochromic compounds have rarely been investigated. Finally, we will discuss an intriguing phenomenon of 2, that of a disappearing polymorphism [5, 64] In Figure 2 , we summarize the preparation of the luminescent polymorphs of 1 and 2. For 1, rapid and slow crystallization from the CH 2 Cl 2 /hexane gave blue-and yellow-emitting single crystals 1b and 1y, respectively (Figure 2a ). [19] Upon applying external stimulation such as mechanical force, solid seeding, and thermal annealing to 1b, the crystal undergoes an SCSC phase transition to give 1y scsc . The crystal structures of 1y and 1y scsc are identical. The preparation of the polymorphs of 2 is shown in Figure 2b . [20] Rapid crystallization afforded single crystals of 2g. 2g exhibited mechano-, solid-seeding-, and thermo-induced SCSC phase transition to give 2b scsc . The crystal structure of 2b scsc is similar to that of 2b which is obtained by slow crystallization of 2. For both 1 and 2, intergrowth crystals, in which two polymorph domains coexist in one crystal, can be obtained after applying a small mechanical stimulation and before completion of the phase transitions. We call these intergrowth crystals 1 IG for 1 ( Figure  2a ) and 2 IG for 2 ( Figure 2b ) and used them for evaluating the electronic properties by SEM. 
Results and Discussion

Contrasting the Changes in the Photoluminescence and Crystalline Structures of 1 and 2
The most interesting aspect of the phase transition behaviors of 1 and 2 is the complementary change in the photoluminescence ( Figure 3 ). Complex 1 crystallizes as the blue-emitting 1b with emission maxima at 460 and 490 nm (black line in Figure 3a ). After the SCSC phase transition of 1b to 1y scsc by mechanical stimulation, a structureless emission band was observed with a maximum at 566 nm (gray line in Figure 3a ). This indicates that the SCSC phase transition of 1 induces a red-shift in the emission band (arrow in Figure 3a ). Moreover, the absolute emission quantum yield  em increased (4% → 16%) and the average emission lifetime  av was shortened (108 s → 5.33 s; Table   S1 ). Complex 2 is different from 1 in only two methyl groups on the isocyanide phenyl moiety, but there are significant differences in the changes in the emission upon SCSC phase transition. Recrystallization of 2 from dichloromethane/hexane yields intensely green-emitting crystals of 2g. The emission band of 2g has a broad peak at 535 nm (black line in Figure 3b ). Upon the mechano-triggered SCSC phase transition of 2g to 2b scsc , the resulting crystal has a blue emission with  em (84% → 6%) and lengthened  av (0.97 s → 13.8 s; Table S1 ). Figure 3b indicates that mechano-triggered SCSC phase transition of 2 induces a blue shift to the emission band at 400-500 nm (arrow) with almost maintaining the original emission maximum around at 540 nm. Thus, 1 and 2 exhibit contrasting changes in their emission bands because of the phase transitions. The single crystal X-ray diffraction analyses unveiled the detailed molecular arrangements of 1 and 2 both before and after the phase transitions, which explain the changes in the emissions. The aurophilic interactions are the key to these changes. The SCSC phase transitions of 1 and 2 allow us to compare the crystalline structures in detail both before and after the phase transitions. Before the phase transition of 1, 1b crystallizes in the triclinic space group P-1 ( Figure  4a and S1). Dimer units of 1 form through two CH/ interactions, which are further stacked to form one-dimensional columns via additional CH/ interactions. These columns packed to form a herringbone arrangement. The shortest inter-gold distance is 5.733 Å, indicating an absence of any aurophilic interactions. After the phase transition of 1b, the space group of 1y scsc was the tetragonal I-42d (Figure 4b and S2 ). The molecules remain as dimers in 1-D columns with a head-to-tail orientation. Within the dimer unit however, aurophilic interactions with Au···Au distances of 3.177 Å have been formed. Comparing the crystal structures of 1b and 1y (Figure 4a and b, respectively) indicated that the phase transition of 1 is driven by the formation of these aurophilic interactions. It has been reported that aurophilic interactions, arising from the correlation and relativistic effects of Au atoms, have caused a reduction in the excitation energy level, [15, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] which is consistent with the red-shifted emission band of 1 (Figure 3a ).
Gray line in
For 2, the green-emitting 2g crystalized in the monoclinic space group P2 1 /n ( Figure 4c and S3). Aurophilic interactions, with an average Au···Au distance of 3.2064 Å, lead to the formation of hexamer units. These hexamers further stack to form 1-D columns along the direction of the b-axis through  stacking interactions. There is a void in the lattice of 2g with a volume of 430.93 Å 3 per unit cell (5.2 v/v% of the unit cell). After the phase transition, the resulting weakly blue-emitting crystal of 2b scsc has an orthorhombic space group, Ima2 (Figure 4d and S4). All the molecules are oriented along the direction of the b-axis. The shortest Au···Au distance is 4.784 Å, which is too long to be an aurophilic interaction. Thus, this disconnection of aurophilic interactions is the most distinct feature; green-emitting 2g with aurophilic interactions is transformed to blueemitting 2b that has CH/ interactions. Importantly, all the molecules in 2b have four CH/ interactions. Comparisons of the crystalline structures of 2g and 2b (Figure 4c and d, respectively) indicated that the phase transition of 2 results in the disconnection of the aurophilic interactions, which reasonably explains the blue-shift in the emission band ( Figure 3b ).
Since the single crystal structure analyses of 1 and 2 before and even after the phase transitions (1b, 1y scsc , 2g, and 2b scsc ) were possible, we can unambiguously state that the contrasting changes in the photoluminescence of 1 and 2 are caused by the changes in their crystal structures (i.e., the formation/cleavage of the aurophilic interactions; Figs S1-S4). Generally, all intermolecular interactions in the solid state can affect the optical and other related properties of the molecules. For gold complexes, however, aurophilic interactions often act a primary role to determine their molecular properties. This should hold true for our complexes. Again, successful single crystal X-ray diffraction analyses of the mechanically obtained phases (i.e., 1y scsc and 2b scsc ) are rare and enable us to understand the origin of these emission color changes. By taking advantage of this intriguing feature of 1 and 2, we further studied 1 and 2 in more detail on the phase transitions, thermal properties, and their electronic properties.
Face Indexing
Face index measurements of the crystals before and after the SCSC phase transitions may provide the information on how the molecules rearrange themselves inside the crystals. Propagation of the phase transitions of some molecular crystals are epitaxic when the two phases are structurally similar. [2, 59] The epitaxic phase transitions exhibit rigorous orientational relationships between molecules in the mother and daughter phases, and this means face index measurements give the same results for each experiment. Molecular crystals with martensitic phase transitions, in which long-range atomic and molecular movement is negligible upon phase transition, can fall into this class. Compared with the minor crystal structure changes, some recently published organic molecular crystals show major packing changes upon thermal SCSC phase transition in which nucleation and elongation crystal growth are caused by the molecular rearrangement. [65] It is expected that face index measurements would afford different results for every experiment with those crystals due to the lack of rigorous relationship between mother and daughter phases.
The procedure for our face index measurements is shown schematically in Figure 5a . We first performed the face-indexing of 1b and 2g (step i in Figure 5a ). The crystal was then unmounted from the Kapton loop (step ii) and mechanical stimulation was applied to a single area of the crystal by cutting off a small piece (step iii). After the phase transition was complete (step iv), the corresponding product crystals, 1y scsc and 2b scsc , respectively, were remounted to the Kapton loop (step v) before being face indexed again (step vi). Photographs of the crystals before and after the face index experiments were shown in Figure 5b and S5 and S6. The face index experiments on three single crystals of 1b prepared from the solution phase were conducted, providing essentially the same results (the left hand column in Table 1 ). Similar plate-like single crystals of 1b were selected (the left hand panel in Figure 5b and S5). The major face of the three crystals was indexed as the (001) plane and the long side (second face) was indexed as the (010) plane (the left hand panel in Figure 5 and Figure 6a and c and the left hand column in Table 1 ). The reproducibility of the face index results of 1b indicate that it crystallizes in the same relative orientation within the crystal, as is commonly observed. [66, 67] The long axis of the 1-D stacked column in 1b (see molecules represented by space-filling model in Figure 6a ) is roughly perpendicular to the long axis of the crystal. Thus, the crystal grew preferentially almost perpendicular to the columns within the crystal. Table 1 . Results of the face index experiments on 1 before and after the mechano-triggered SCSC phase transition. The face index measurements on three single crystals of 2g prepared by the recrystallization, again gave reproducible results (the left hand column in Table 2 ), similar to 1b. The face index experiments of three plate-like single crystals of 2g obtained from different batches gave the (010) plane as the major face, and the second face was the (100) plane (Figure 7a and c and the left hand column in Table 2 ). Similar to 1b, the reproducibility of the face index results of 2g indicates that this relative orientation in the crystal is favored. Further, it demonstrates that the crystalline growth of 2g again occurred preferentially along the direction almost perpendicular to the 1-D columns containing multiple aurophilic interactions (see molecules represented by space-filling model in Figure 7a ). Unlike 1b, 2g has multiple CH/ interactions between columns parallel to the long axis of the crystal that presumably play a role in the growth along this axis. This differs from Slauter's work in which a crystal of a platinum isocyanide complex preferentially grows along the axis of the Pt···Pt bonds. [67] For the product phases of 1 and 2, 1y scsc and 2b scsc , respectively, the results of the face index experiments varied depending on the crystals measured (the right hand columns in Tables 1 and 2 ). Based on the face index measurements of three crystals of 1y scsc obtained from 1b (Figure 5a) , the major and second faces indexed differently for each crystal (Figure 6b and c and S5 and the right hand column in Table 1 ). It should be noted that these 1y scsc crystals were obtained from 1b crystals that gave consistent face index results ( Table 1 ). In the face index measurements of the product phases of 2 (2b scsc ), the major and second faces were also indexed differently for each crystal (Figure 7b and c and S6 and the right hand column in Table 2 ). Moreover, when 1y scsc and 2b scsc are obtained by thermal annealing of 1b and 2g, respectively, the face indexing measurements yielded similar results: [68] the relative direction of the crystallographic axes in the product crystals (1y scsc and 2b scsc ) are different for each crystal ( Figure S7 and S8, respectively).
The face index measurements of 1y and 2b, which were prepared by slow crystallization from the solutions of 1 and 2 (Figure 2 ), were also conducted. By slow crystallization from solutions at room temperature (i.e., >12 h), the thermodynamically favored 1y and 2b are reproducibly formed as single crystals (Figure 2 ). [19, 20] The internal crystal structures of these crystals are identical to those of 1y scsc and 2b scsc , respectively. However, the results of the face index measurements on 1y and 1y scsc and 2b and 2b scsc are different. 1y crystallizes with an octahedral habit, rather than as platelets. Three highly symmetric crystals of 1y gave reproducible face index results ( Figure S9 ). This contrasts with the face index experiments of 1y scsc obtained by the SCSC phase transition of 1b (the right hand column in Table 1 ) which gave different results for each crystal. Similarly, the three plate like crystals of 2b obtained by slow crystallization, gave reproducible face-indexing, with the major face corresponding to the (001) plane and the second face to the (010) plane ( Figure S10 ). [69] These results mean that there is no rigorous orientation relationship between the mother and daughter phases of the mechanotriggered phase transitions. In other words, the SCSC phase transitions of 1 and 2 are not based on epitaxial phase transitions. [2, 59] We propose that a nucleation and crystal growth mechanism is involved in the SCSC phase transitions of 1 and 2. This is because of the large differences in the packing arrangements before and after the phase transitions as well as the "random orientation" of 1y scsc and 2b scsc . In the case of the phase transition of p-dichrobenzene crystal, such randomly oriented molecular rearrangement was reported in which crystalline structures of the mother and daughter phases are quite different. [59] In general, SCSC phase transitions occur between crystalline arrangements with only minor structural differences. [8, 22, 48, 67, [70] [71] [72] [73] Minor structural differences mean the molecular movements in the mother phase are small in the transformation to the daughter phase allowing the phase transition to occur epitaxailly. [1] On the other hand, the molecular arrangements of 1b/1y scsc and 2g/2b scsc are dramatically different (Figure 4) , and thus these complexes do not show an epitaxial phase transitions and result in a "random orientation" of the daughter phases 1y scsc and 2b scsc .
A schematic explanation of the crystal phase diversity is shown in Figure 8 . A small initial nucleus is generated by the small mechanical stimulation on the crystal surface of 1b and 2g. The phase development from the nuclei is rapid enough that the daughter phase spreading from the one nucleus predominates, causing a single orientation to be observed after the completed phase conversion. The crystal orientation of the initial nuclei would be different for each experiment, which corresponds to the different face index results shown in Tables 1 and 2 . [74] Although the nucleation and crystal growth mechanism of the phase transitions observed in 1 and 2 is rare even in a thermal phase transition, the group of Sureshan recently reported the thermal SCSC phase transition of 4,6-O-benzylidene--Dgalactosyl azide occurs through a nucleation and crystal growth mechanism with major packing changes. [65] 
Thermal Properties
The thermal phase transitions of 1 and 2 have been evaluated by DSC analyses and microscopic observation. Upon heating pristine crystals of 1b at a rate of 5 °C min −1 , exothermic peaks are observed between 60 and 80 °C (Figure 9a ). Together with the emission color change (Figure 9b ), these exothermic peaks can be attributed to an enthalpically driven phase transition to a yellow-emitting polymorph (such as 1y). We have previously reported on the thermal SCSC phase transition of 1b to 1y scsc . [19] Three DSC measurements of 1b indicate the enthalpic change of this phase transition is approximately −7 kJ/mol. [75] The DSC profile of 1y (obtained by recrystallization) has no discernible peaks until an endothermic peak at 130 °C (due to melting), indicating the absence of the phase transition (Figure 9a ). [76] This is consistent with the absence of a thermal induced emission color change in 1y (Figure 9b ). These thermal experiments represent the lower Gibbs free energy of 1y than 1b, and enthalpy changes originated from the newly formed aurophilic bonds would be the principal contribution to this thermodynamic gain. 80°C for 1b and 1y; 50°C for 2g and 2b) . The absence of emission color change of 1y and 2b upon heating indicates that no thermal phase transition has occurred. Figure 9a also shows the DSC profiles of 2. The DSC profile of 2g shows a small and broad endothermic peak around 50 °C ( Figure  9a ), indicating the phase transition of 2g to 2b. Three DSC measurements of 2g indicate the enthalpic change of this phase transition is approximately +5 kJ/mol. This transformation is supported by the change in the emission color of 2g from green to blue at 50 °C (Figure 9b ). Moreover, the endothermic peak indicates that 2g undergoes an entropically driven phase transition to the thermodynamically favorable 2b. [77] This is different from complex 1. In contrast, 2b has a featureless DSC profile (Figure 9a ) and does not change emission color at 50 °C (Figure 9b ). These thermal analyses indicate that the 2b phase has a lower Gibbs free energy than 2g, even though 2b has a higher enthalpic energy than 2g.
It has been suggested that difference in the exo-and endothermic phase transitions of 1 and 2 can be explained in terms of their crystal structures. Recently, thermal SCSC phase transitions of a series of naphthyridine compounds with slight differences in the substituents, exhibited exo- [6] and endothermic [78] thermal phase transitions. In these reports, the origin of the difference in the thermal behaviors between these two different naphthyridines was not discussed, but in practice the source of the difference is hard to determine. Indeed, this difference in these phase transitions of 1 and 2, is not fully understood at present, but our tentative explanation is as follows. The exothermic phase transition from 1b to 1y scsc comes from the formation of the aurophilic interactions, whose strength is relatively high as an intermolecular interaction, being comparable to that of hydrogen bonds. [15, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] For 2, an endothermic phase transition was observed from 2g into 2b scsc . We suppose that the relatively large negative change in the enthalpy on the disconnection of the aurophilic bonds in 2g can be partially compensated by the formation of multiple CH/π interactions of 2b scsc . The phase transition from 2g to 2b is entropically favorable because the empty void region in the mother phase 2g (5.2 v/v%) has collapsed in the daughter phase 2b (0 v/v%). [20] In both cases, the daughter phases of 1 and 2 are favorable in terms of Gibbs free energy and thus, domino like SCSC phase transitions take place under ambient conditions when local mechanical stimulation is applied.
Scanning Electron Microscopy of the Intergrowth Crystals
We prepared intergrowth crystals [79] of 1 and 2, referred to as 1 IG and 2 IG , respectively and the electronic properties of the polymorphs of these complexes were investigated ( Figure 10 ). Intergrowth crystals contain multiple crystal domains of different polymorphs. Because the mechano-triggered SCSC phase transition of 1 and 2 take some several tens of minutes, 1 IG and 2 IG can be observed after applying the small mechanical stimulation and before completion of the phase transitions. Because the different phases have distinct emission properties, the formation of intergrowth crystals of 1 IG and 2 IG can be characterized based on the two different emissions from one crystal (Figure 10a and c, respectively). [79] Indeed, the microscopic photoluminescence measurements of 1 IG and 2 IG showed that the emission spectra of the two domains in the same crystal are very similar to those of the corresponding pure polymorphs ( Figure S11 ), confirming their intergrowth nature. Generally, the preparation of the intergrowth crystals with physically distinct polymorph domains, is hard to achieve by crystallization, [79] because different polymorphs generally crystallized independently (i.e., concomitant polymorphism [1, 3, 4] ). We next observed 1 IG and 2 IG by SEM without metal sputtering prior to the measurements. Because two polymorph domains coexist in one crystal of 1 IG and 2 IG , the differences in the properties of the polymorphs, such as electronic properties, can be compared under identical experimental conditions. [1, [80] [81] [82] [83] Figure 10b shows an SEM image of 1 IG obtained after the sample was placed onto the conductive carbon sheet, which has two different polymorph domains. The domain of the upper half of the crystal, corresponding to the 1b domain, looks whitish probably due to charging. In SEM measurements, accelerated electrons often induce charging up of specimens via nocking-out of secondary electrons with electric insulating nature (i.e., organic compounds) when their surfaces are not overcoated with conductive metals. [84] As a result, typical whitish, low contrast sample images are obtained. The 1y domain (on the bottom half of the crystal in Figure  10b ), however, does not show a significant charging effect. This suggests that the 1b domain has conductive pathways for charge carriers injected into domain. In Figure 10d , the SEM image of 2 IG shows the charging effect more significant in the 2b domain (right half of the crystal domain), whereas 2g on the left hand side shows much less charging (Figure 10d ). This indicates that as-prepared, unchanged crystalline domain 2g has the greater charge conductive pathways.
These SEM observation of 1 IG and 2 IG revealed that the aurophilic interactions in the crystalline lattice [15, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] 85] reverse conductive pathways for charge carriers in 1 and 2 because of the observed decrease in charging (Figure 10e and f) . Generally, strong intermolecular interactions and ordered molecular arrangements improve electronic coupling between adjacent molecules, which often leads the higher charge carrier mobility. One such strong intermolecular interaction found in the crystal lattices of 1 and 2 is the aurophilic interaction. [15, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] The crystal lattices, 1y and 2g, which contain the aurophilic interactions (Figure 4b and c, respectively) show less charging, and this suggests these interactions improve the electronic coupling in this system. Interestingly, the 1y domain of 1 IG exhibited a decrease in charging (Figure 10a ), indicating the rearrangement of highly conductive pathways after the phase transition. Generally, phase transitions decrease crystal quality which should divide the pathways, but this effect is less prominent for the 1y domain, as evidenced by the less prominent charging effect after the transition. [82, 83] 
Electronic Conductivity Measurements
To increase our knowledge of the electronic properties of the polymorphs of 1 and 2, flash-photolysis time resolved microwave conductivity (FP-TRMC) measurements were carried out. Evaluation of the conducting properties of samples generally requires contacting electrodes. [60] [61] [62] [63] For our compounds, that direct contact of the electrodes on the crystal surfaces could induce a phase change, which would cause imprecise evaluation of the electronic conductivity. FP-TRMC is a non-contacting method for electronic conductivity measurements, providing an ideal method for our mechanically sensitive samples. Because short-range (approximately 10 nm) intrinsic conductivity can be estimated by FP-TRMC measurements, we can evaluate the conductivity of the crystalline materials that reflects their molecular packing arrangements and the intermolecular interaction patterns rather than the crystal size, habit, and other macroscopic features (i.e., defects). Figure 11a shows the TRMC signals of 1b and 1y. For the FP-TRMC measurements, crystals of 1b and 1y were dispersed in a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) polymer matrix which is expected to prevent degradation of the crystal samples upon laser irradiation. Upon the laser excitation of these complexes (Nd:YAG laser,  ex = 355 nm), a sharp onset appeared and the conductivity is gradually decreased. The maximum transient conductivity of 1b was  = 1.3 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 based on the end-of-pulse conductive profile (black line in Figure   11a ). The conductivity of 1y was significantly higher at  = 1.3 × 10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 (gray line in Figure 11a ). [88] The superior TRMC performance of 1y is in line with the SEM observations of 1 IG , where the 1b domain showed charging and the 1y domain showed less (Figure 10b and e ). These results indicate that when the phase transition of 1 occurs due to a small mechanical stimulation or thermal treatment, its conductive properties are enhanced. Most likely, the increased conductivity of 1 can be attributed to the formation of aurophilic interactions (Figure 4a and b) . Figure 11b shows the TRMC signals of 2g (black line) and 2b (gray line). The maximum transient conductivities of 2g and 2b are 3.2 × 10 −5 and 2.8 × 10 −6 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , respectively. Therefore, the conductivity of 2g is approximately one order of magnitude greater than 2b. Therefore, unlike complex 1, the thermodynamically stable form 2b is less conductive. This is again consistent with the results of the SEM observation (Figure 10d and f) and attributable to changes in the aurophilic interactions of 2g and 2b. Therefore, the difference in the conductivity is attributable to the presence/absence of the aurophilic interactions of 2g and 2b.
Disappearing Polymorph of 2
During this study, we encountered a "disappearing polymorph phenomena" in complex 2. It has been reported that some polymorph forms cannot be obtained after some period of time even though they were easily obtained earlier on. This phenomenon is called disappearing polymorphism, [5, 64, [89] [90] [91] [92] and is quite problematic in polymorphic compounds, especially in the pharmaceutical industry. [93] In 2012, we could obtain an orange-emitting polymorph of 2, named 2o, by a thermal phase transition of 2g at 55 °C for 120 s (Figure 12a ). After one month, we could not obtain the 2o phase any more, even after repeated trials in various conditions. Instead, the thermal treatment of 2g always afforded the 2b scsc phase as we reported in the previous communication [20] and this present study. [94] Therefore, the 2o polymorph form has disappeared.
Because the phase transition of 2g to 2o proceeded in an SCSC manner, we obtained a single crystal structure analysis of 2o of suitable quality. 2o forms in the monoclinic space group P2 1 /n [R 1 = 5.51%, wR 2 = 14.27%, GOF = 0.962, a = 17.7933 (6) (Figure 12c and Table S2 ). We found that the crystal structure of 2o is very similar to that of 2g (Figure 12b and c) . For example, the space group is the same, both crystals have the particularly large unit cells (V > 8000 Å 3 , Z = 24) and the overall crystal structures are quite similar (Figure 12b and c, Figure S3 and S13, and Table S2 ). The molecules in 2o form hexamers that are connected together through intermolecular aurophilic interactions with an average distance of 3.0816 Å (Figure 12c ). This average distance between the Au atoms of the hexamer is shorter than that of 2g (3.2064 Å, Figure 12b ). Thus, the stronger aurophilic bonds of 2o are responsible for the different optical properties. The emission spectrum of 2o upon the excitation at 365 nm showed a structureless emission band with a peak at 615 nm ( Figure S14 ). This is a longer wavelength emission than in 2g ( em,max = 535 nm). Unfortunately, we cannot measure other photophysical properties of 2o such as  av and  em because we could not prepare this polymorph again. The crucial difference in the crystal structures of 2g and 2o is the volume of the void: the former is 5.2 % and the latter is only 0.5%. We believe that decreasing the void region by a small conformational change is the driving force for this phase transition (2g → 2o). Again, it is unclear why the 2o phase could not be found again as is the case of other disappearing polymorphs. [5, 64, [89] [90] [91] [92] 
Summary
We studied the gold(I) isocyanide complexes 1 and 2, which exhibit a particularly intriguing mechano-triggered SCSC phase transition. The face index measurements revealed that the mechano-and thermal induced phase changes of these two complexes proceeded through a nucleation and crystal growth mechanism rather than epitaxial phase transition process. The initially formed crystalline domain within the mother phase determines the relative orientation of the molecules in the daughter phase. Thus, there is no rigorous orientational relationship between the molecules in mother and daughter phases. DSC analyses of 1 and 2 revealed they have exo-and endothermic phase transitions, respectively. The phase transition of 1 is enthalpically driven because of the formation of aurophilic interactions, whereas 2 is entropically driven because of the closure of an empty void region. These contrasting thermodynamic properties attributed to the difference in the crystal structures. We also investigated the electronic properties of 1 and 2 by means of SEM observation and FP-TRMC methods. The charging observed during SEM measurements of 1 and 2 suggests that the polymorphs that include aurophilic interactions exhibit superior electronic conductivity. This was further confirmed by the FP-TRMC measurements of these complexes. We also reported a disappearing polymorph of complex 2. The present studies provide useful information of polymorphic materials because all crystalline phases could be characterized by single crystal X-ray diffraction. Future studies will focus on the molecular arrangements and the properties of the intermediate phases in these systems. Such careful analyses may further our understanding of why macroscopic mechanical stimulation can effectively affect microscopic molecular arrangement.
